
The Importance of the Nobel 

This is the opportunity to disabuse ourselves of the CoViD vaccine falsehoods that are inherent in Phillip’s alternative, conspiracy                           
driven science: 

Canberra Daily: the TGA rejects Altman report: “(Dr. Altman’s) presentation contained many remarkable scientific errors of fact 
and significant misinterpretations about the safety of COVID-19 vaccines.”   

In other words: “Dr. Phillip Altman’s presentation was a travesty, I couldn’t listen to his diatribe any longer."                                   
(Comment by a medical professional of 40 years at one of Phillip’s talk.) So this is the problem:  

Phillip Altman: “Advice from the FDA, TGA etc is now worthless. After almost 4 years of constant lies, misinformation 
and disinformation, drug regulators around the world have failed miserably, nothing they have said is true.”  

The question is: Does the above statement have any merit? No.  

Does the 2023 Nobel Prize for excellence in Physiology or Medicine have any importance? Oh yes, it does … it was awarded 
for:  the development of effective mRNA vaccines … dramatically contradicting, indeed    n e g a t i n g   Phillip’s work …                                    
the gist of which is that the mRNA vaccines don’t work … worse, they actually kill people. 

However, Phillips makes a point at rejecting the Nobel Prize - why? Extraordinarily, because it was given to  Al Gore for his work on 
alerting the world to Climate Change ... Phillip doesn’t believe in CC … apparently it’s natural; yeah, true, with temperature changes of 7 
degrees over 100,000 years, i.e. 1 degree every 14,000 years; man-made CC has risen the global temperature by 1 degree in 100 years.  

Also, Barak Obama was given a Nobel Prize for his efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples, and his 
promotion of nuclear nonproliferation and a "new climate" in international relations, especially in reaching out to the Muslim world. Phillip 
neither likes Barak Obama nor Al Gore, ergo the Nobel Prize amounts to nothing … O.M.G. This is childish. 

One has to ask, are the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) in Australia; the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in America; the 
World Health Organization (WHO); the European Medical Device Single Audit Program (MDSAP); Health Canada etc. and the hundreds 
and thousands of scientists and health professionals in the fields of immunology and epidemiology that report to them, are they all wrong 
… in fact, have they all been lying to the public about CoViD?  

If anyone has even just the slightest inkling that this may not be the truth (how would this work, anyway?) … then any trust in Phillip’s 
advice needs to be reconsidered ... 

… because, the point is: Phillip denounces the authorities; however, the information he proffers is from dubious, conspiracy laden 
sources. One needs to check the sources of his “information” - openVAERS.com (go to Wikipedia) - look at the forum where he 
publishes his interviews - Rumble … a conspiracy driven platform.   

"I searched for his credentials on the Internet, only to find his voice is found on conspiracy websites only …"                
(Comment by a medical professional of 40 years after one of Phillip’s talk.) 

At a function on Balmoral Beach one of Phillip’s associates presented a list of about two dozen supporters, all medical professionals.                                         
My experience is (I didn’t check the list) that his supporters from the medical fraternity (all most likely excellent in their fields) typically                       
are cardiologists, pharmacologists, dentists, gastroenterologists … with an opinion on CoViD. 

The TGA, the CDC, the WHO etc get their advice from - not dozens, not hundreds, but presumably thousands … immunologists, 
epidemiologists and virologists. 

Phillip says they are being censored. But he doesn’t know what censorship is: if in Russia you criticise the government and say the 
Ukraine war is wrong, you go to a Gulag in Siberia where you’ll be killed; if in China you say 3000 people were killed in the Tiananmen 
square massacre, you go to a re-education camp, most likely never to emerge again; you’re sent to jail in Germany if you publically deny 
the Holocaust, that 6 million Jews were killed by the Nazis … that’s censorship at work.  

But Phillip has his substack where he can shout out to the world to his heart’s content … nobody censors him. However, his work doesn’t 
get published because: ”The report was self-published without peer review, so was not credible and had not been through the 
scrutiny required for publication in a reputable scientific journal.”  TGA. The point here is:  I have repeatedly asked for proof - even 
just mention in a reputable publication of his claim of 30,000 (apparently risen to 60,000) deaths due to CoViD vaccinations - to no avail. 

Phillip has a bigger problem than censorship … ignominy … he’s wrong … and for that he is being ignored by the medical fraternity.                            
That Phillip doesn’t accept the accuracy and validity of the work carried out by the world’s health authorities puts him firmly into the                         
group of conspiracists … the same people who deny CC and that Donald Trump lost the 2020 election. 

______________________________________ 

A CoViD vaccine study: Adverse reactions are extremely rare.  
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/the-worlds-largest-covid-19-study-involved-millions-of-people-this-is-what-it-found/yqw3ohooo?dlb=	


